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**Seeker Aircraft, Inc. Announces Partnership with African-Based Aircraft Dealership and Aviation Services Provider, Ecoalpha Services, Ltd.**

*Surveillance aircraft company expands into new market in Africa and Middle East*

(Albuquerque, N.M.) Seeker Aircraft, Inc. has announced that Seeker, a one-of-a-kind, purpose built light observation aircraft, specifically designed and developed for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, will now be available for purchase from aircraft dealer Ecoalpha Services, Ltd. based in Accra, Ghana. This partnership marks a new expansion effort by Seeker Aircraft into Africa and the Middle East.

“Ecoalpha is well suited to represent Seeker in our efforts to expand marketing, sales and services into Sub-Saharan Africa, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and, the United Arab Emirates”, said Ed Lundeen, President of Seeker Aircraft. “Ecoalpha intends to have a mission configured Seeker aircraft in their territory for demonstration purposes and plans on establishing a services base for parts and support for fielded aircraft.”

Ecoalpha seeks to expand their market offering with the addition of the cost-effective Seeker aircraft for not only ISR missions but also for powerline and pipeline patrol in the energy rich African continent. Ecoalpha’s current offerings include helicopter-based services, asset management, and heavy load movement.

Dr. M.C. Vasnani, CEO of Ecoalpha, stated, “We are pleased to have the opportunity to represent Seeker in Sub-Saharan Africa and in the Middle East as we believe the Seeker aircraft offers an ideal, low acquisition and low operating cost and is a solution that can operate under austere conditions. With our background, business experience and knowledge of local markets we believe Ecoalpha can be highly successful in marketing, selling and supporting the Seeker.”

For more information about the Seeker in Ecoalpha’s dealership area, please contact Ecoalpha Services, Ltd. at (phone): +233 240 210 741 (email): [info@ecoalphaservices.com](mailto:info@ecoalphaservices.com) or (web) [www.ecoalphaservices.com](http://www.ecoalphaservices.com) for all other areas, contact Seeker Aircraft at +1-505-341-7285.

**More about Seeker Aircraft...** The Seeker is a versatile, one-of-a-kind, light observation aircraft that was specifically designed and developed for surveillance missions. This fixed-wing aircraft provides a cost-effective solution for missions requiring short take-off and landing capabilities, easy maintenance in the field, and excellent cockpit visibility. Seekers are currently flying missions in Australia, Jordan, Azerbaijan, South Africa, Tanzania and, in the US with the New Mexico State Police, among others. Seeker Aircraft, Inc. manufactures, distributes, and supports the Seeker worldwide. Seeker Aircraft, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of CSI
Aviation and is headquartered in Albuquerque, New Mexico. For more information, go to www.seekeraircraft.com.

More about CSI Aviation... Established in 1979, CSI Aviation, Inc. (CSI) has grown into a global aviation company providing diverse and complex solutions to commercial, group and private individuals, and government customers. CSI fills a unique niche in the aviation industry – solving complex aviation requirements for air charter services, aviation logistics, and program management. CSI Aviation also holds FAA Part 135 Air Carrier operating authority and provides air charter, aircraft purchase, leasing and maintenance support. For more information go to wwwcsiaviation.com.
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